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The Most Delicious Recipes!   Great Variety of Recipes Suitable For Everyone. Simple and Easy!  

Free PDF file with photos available at the end of the book   Start Cooking Healthy and Deliciously

Now!  A variety in the kitchen is a key to successful cooking. In spite of that, no one has time to

invent new things yourself. Most people have learned to prepare several dishes in a traditional way,

on a kitchen stove or in the oven, and that's it. However, home cooking is much more than that. The

only question is: How? The answer is simply â€“ Steam pressure! How does it work? Pressure

cooking can simplify meal preparation by using cooking liquid and water. Discover the magic of

pressure cooking and you'll never get bored preparing the meals for your family. Your favorite

dishes that would take hours of cooking in the traditional way, can be ready for several ten minutes

in amazing pressure cooker. This cookbook provides you with five hundred absolutely delicious

recipes, which is more than enough for a great start. The recipes are written in an easy to follow

fashion. Each and every recipe will guide you step by step through the process of pressure cooking

so that success is inevitable! The first chapter contains two hundred and fifty recipes for stove top

Conventional Pressure Cooker. The second chapter contains two hundred and fifty recipes for

Instant Pot Electric Pressure Cooker.
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I'm really glad this was free with my Kindle Unlimited as I would have been disappointed if I had

purchased it. First off, the author writes like English is not his first language or else the book was



very poorly edited. This makes following and understanding some of his instructions a bit of a

challenge. Secondly, I wish this had actually been split into two different books. Right now the first

half of the book includes recipes for a traditional stove top pressure cooker and the second half has

recipes specific to the Instant Pot. With the Kindle format, this makes the table of contents very

cumbersome as you have to scroll through 250 recipes before reaching the section for Instant

Pot.I'm sure I will try some of the recipes but when I have to return a "borrowed" book before I can

get something new from Kindle Unlimited, this will be the first to go.

I have purchased other cookbooks from Jamie Stewart. I was not disappointed with Top 500

Pressure Cooker and Instant Pot. I had received an Instant Pot for the holidays and had not been

using it to its full use. After reading and going over the items in the book, I have gone out and

purchased the things I need to try some of the great looking recipes. I have tried a couple and think

they are great, â€‹and the speed in which they can be cooked is great. I would recommend this book

to anyone that is looking to have a good reference book or cookbook for their Pressure Cooker.

I have been looking for a pressure cooker cookbook recently and I came across this one. I think

itâ€™s great! I like a lot of the recipes and Iâ€™m pretty excited to try them out. One problem I seem

to have with other books is that some of the ingredients are not very common in other recipes I use

but that is not the case here. There are a lot of useful tips in the book and they come in handy,

especially if you do not have a lot of experience with a pressure cooker. It goes above and beyond, I

highly recommend it!

I actually have two pressure cookers, but never use them because I don't know any recipes. This

book is genius! Firstly it starts with different techniques, then dives straight into recipes. The recipes

are simple and convenient! And stuff that I actually want to eat! Prepare yourself to create yummy

dishes in a short amount of time!

This cookbook is essential for pressure cooking and quick meals. The ingredients the book calls for

are easy to come by and often pantry staples. The recipes are super smart and capitalize on the

fast pressure cooking method, providing you with meals and snacks in a matter of minutes. The

recipes are delicious and draw from various cuisines around the world. Youâ€™ll find American

favorites and classics as well as more exotic dishes like lentil curries and baba ghanoush. The steps

are easy to follow and often as simple as putting all the ingredients in the pressure cooker and



turning it on. The result is always consistent and yummy. A fantastic compilation of the best

pressure cooker recipes!

Top 500 Pressure Cooker and Instant Pot Recipes Cookbook Bundle by Jamie Stewart is a great

cookbook for seasoned pressure cooker users and newbies alike. It has recipes from around the

world, and there really is something for everyone. The recipe instructions are clear and easy to

follow, even for someone like me whose all thumbs in the kitchen. Looks like I'll finally be using my

pressure cooker!

I found this book "Top 500 Pressure Cooker and Instant Pot Recipes Cookbook Bundle" by Jamie

Stewart a very experimental and a fun cook book and I am definitely going to give this a major place

in kitchen cupboard. This book contains methods and techniques using pressure cooker and tips for

cooking with a pressure cooker successfully. The food items are well categorized so that the user

can select the food easily. Each meal is given along with its preparation time and servings yielded

and that might really help our busy lifestyles. The food items to be cooked are listed under both

conventional pressure cooker and instant pot pressure cooker as well. I am really looking forward to

try the food items mentioned in this book.

A wholesome practical guide. This contains a whole lot of much-needed advice and tips that you

cannot do without.I also like the recipes. A lot of them was treated. Every single tip and recipe were

so carefully explained. This book is packed full with various recipes for many dishes. Food for every

occasion and time. I found the breakfast recipes adding more variety to my morning meal table.

There was hardly any dish I looked up and missed. This is a very careful and thorough book, done

with perceivable passion. all the recipes Iâ€‹ have followed turned out delicious and easy to make.
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